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CANON EOS-5D
FULL FRAME & 12.8 MEGAPIXELS
John Henshall has been scouring the darkest corners of cyberspace for fact – and fiction –
about this new DSLR from Canon which we may – or may not – see in October 2005
umours have been ricocheting
around cyberspace for the last
few weeks about the
impending announcement of a
new full-frame DSLR from Canon – the
EOS 5D. The word is that it will be
announced officially on 22 August and in
the shops in October 2005.
A PDF file with specifications in a
suspicious mixture of Spanish and
English has since been circulating. Two
pages of it are reproduced here. It has
somewhat low resolution images of the
front and back of a camera which
definitely is different but certainly has
similarities to other Canon models.
Is this the product of someone with
Photoshop skills and a sense of mischief
but no proper work to do? Or does
Canon have a leak? The online
discussion forums have been going wild
with conjecture and anticipation.
Over the years I have been privy to a
wealth of information, shared with me in
strict confidence by manufacturers. I
could have betrayed these confidences in
one huge blow-out article but, of course,
it would have had to be my last-ever
column. But no secrets have been shared
with me by Canon, so I feel free to look
at this intriguing ‘leak’ with interest.
Looking at the ‘specification’, the pixel
count looks good. It’s about the same as
the Nikon D2x but the big difference is
that this is a full-frame sensor, which
means that your favourite wide-angle
lenses will produce wide-angle pictures
once again. The only other way to get
full-frame from Canon is to fork out
close to £6k for a 1DsMkII. If you use
Nikon lenses, the only full-frame is a
second-hand Kodak DCS Pro/n. Yet Nikon
forums are crying out for full frame.
Another fascinating change is the
move to a new 2.5 inch colour LCD.
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‘EOS 5D’ front

‘EOS 5D’ back

EOS 20D & 1DsMkII

EOS 20D back
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Well, that’s about time. Canon has been lagging way behind
Nikon in this respect. The LCD on the 20D is adequate but
on the 1DsMkII it is poor. In fact, I would say it’s inadequate
– see Chip Shop April 2005. I have been told that this is the
only part of its cameras that Canon does not make. It shows.
The images from the PDF are reproduced at the bottom of
this page, along with actual images of the Canon 20D (front
and back) and 1DsMkII (front) for comparison.
Note that the back of the ‘5D’ is broadly similar to the
20D except that things have been moved around a little to
accommodate the larger LCD screen. The controls seem to
indicate that the multi-button addressing of the 1DsMkII is
being left behind in favour of the simpler 20D system.
This would be another sensible move – again see my
previous comments in Chip Shop April 2005.
The front of the ‘5D’ is unlike the 20D. The pentaprism
housing is more like the strong rounded housing of the
1DsMkII than the angular 20D. There is no pop-up flash.
Note that the neckstrap lug is not visible on the left in the
back shot of the ‘5D’. This may be because the photo is a
fake but it may also be because the images are proof images,
which have been roughly cut out. The fact that the PDF is a
proof would also explain the low image quality and other
incompleteness of the document.
The price in the ‘Spanglish’ document is 3,459.00. If this
is the Euro price then it would translate to about £2,500 plus
VAT – half the price of the 1DsMkII and good value.
One thing is for sure. Time well tell – probably by the time
you read this. And a year from now it will all be history.

